Genetic information storage and propagation in biology is based on nucleic acids with uniform 3′‐5′ phosphodiester linkages. In contrast, 2′‐5′ linked RNA oligoadenylates[1](#bib1){ref-type="ref"} and mixed 2′‐5′/3′‐5′ dinucleotides (e.g. Gp(2′‐5′)Ap(3′‐5′)[2](#bib2){ref-type="ref"}) are involved in innate immune signaling but not genetic information transfer. Sporadic 2′‐5′ linkages occur in non‐enzymatic RNA synthesis[3](#bib3){ref-type="ref"} and have been proposed to facilitate primordial RNA replication and evolution via transient duplex destabilization[3d](#bib3d){ref-type="ref"} while retaining overall RNA folding and function.[4](#bib4){ref-type="ref"} Duplex destabilization by sporadic 2′‐5′ linkages has been examined in detail[5](#bib5){ref-type="ref"} and results from weakened Watson--Crick base pairing and base stacking caused by lateral displacement of the base and adoption of non‐canonical C2′ *endo* puckering.[6](#bib6){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, 2′‐5′ linked nucleic acids specifically hybridize with complementary 3′‐5′ RNA and 2′‐5′ RNA and DNA, albeit more weakly.[5a](#bib5a){ref-type="ref"}, [d](#bib5d){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#bib7){ref-type="ref"} Thus, despite their destabilizing influence on duplex structures, we reasoned that 2′‐5′ linked nucleic acids should be able to both encode and transmit genetic information to the canonical 3′‐5′ linked nucleic acids. Furthermore, their non‐canonical backbone conformations might be harnessed to expand the structural and functional space of nucleic acid ligands and enzymes.

2′‐5′ linkages are accessible through solid‐phase synthesis, but this is time‐ and cost‐intensive. Herein we report a rapid, inexpensive and scalable strategy for synthesizing defined 2′‐5′ linked DNA and RNA regioisomers by an engineered DNA polymerase capable of forming both canonical 3′‐5′ and non‐canonical 2′‐5′ linkages in either DNA or RNA (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Structure of partially substituted a) 2′‐5′ DNA and b) 2′‐5′ RNA, with 3′O‐methyl groups as synthesized by polymerase TGLLK.](ANIE-54-15570-g001){#fig1}

We first screened a panel of engineered[8](#bib8){ref-type="ref"} and commercial polymerases for DNA synthesis in which dGTP was completely replaced by 3′deoxy‐GTP (3'dGTP). The engineered polymerases TgoT[8b](#bib8b){ref-type="ref"} (a Tgo mutant comprising V93Q,[9](#bib9){ref-type="ref"} D141A, E141A, A485L[10](#bib10){ref-type="ref"}) and TGK (TgoT: Y409G, E664K, previously described for primer‐dependent RNA synthesis[8a](#bib8a){ref-type="ref"}) as well as the related commercial polymerase Vent(*exo*‐) were capable of full‐length DNA synthesis with mixed 3′‐5′/2′‐5′ linkages (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). However, none of these efficiently synthesized RNA with mixed 3′‐5′/2′‐5′ linkages when GTP was replaced by 3'O‐methyl‐GTP (3′OMe‐GTP). To this end, we prepared a TGK variant with two further mutations known to expand the polymerase substrate spectrum (I521L,[8b](#bib8b){ref-type="ref"} F545L[11](#bib11){ref-type="ref"}) yielding polymerase TGLLK (TgoT: Y409G, I521L, F545L, E664K; Figure S2), which proved effective at synthesizing both DNA and RNA with defined 2′‐5′ linkages (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Enzymatic synthesis of partially substituted a) 2′‐5′ DNA b) 3′‐5′ RNA by TGLLK on a 57 nt template (TempN, see Supporting Information) encoding all possible dinucleotide combinations. Reactions in (a) involve dNTPs apart from 3′dA/G as indicated. Reactions in (b) involve NTPs apart from 3′OMeA/G as indicated. c),d) Error spectra of c) 3′dG/dHTP synthesis (aggregate misincorporation rate 5.08×10^−4^) and d) 3′OMe‐A/BTP synthesis (aggregate misincorporation rate 7.18×10^−4^). The columns show the misincorporation frequency for each incorrect nucleotide.](ANIE-54-15570-g004){#fig2}

TGLLK is capable of fully replacing purine dNTPs and NTPs with their respective 3′deoxy (3′dATP, 3′dGTP) or 3′O‐methyl analogues (3′OMe‐ATP, 3′OMe‐GTP) during processive synthesis (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) even though these normally act as potent chain terminators (e.g. Cordycepin, 3′dATP[12](#bib12){ref-type="ref"}). Activity with 3′‐analogues of pyrimidine nucleotides or a combination of any two nucleotide analogues was poor, although some full‐length synthesis was possible with 3′dUTP or 3′OMe‐ATP/3′OMe‐GTP (Figure S3). Pausing is observed mostly at sequential 3′dNTP insertion sites, presumably because consecutive 2′‐5′ linkages weaken duplex stability and cause progressive conformational distortions relative to canonical 3′‐5′ helices.[6c](#bib6c){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#bib13){ref-type="ref"}

To ensure that full‐length synthesis is not the result of misincorporation utilizing only the dNTP substrates (as has been observed for some polymerases[14](#bib14){ref-type="ref"}), we sought to verify the presence of 2′‐5′ linkages using an HPLC assay, which distinguishes 2′‐5′ and 3′‐5′ phosphodiester linkages by mobility.[15](#bib15){ref-type="ref"} This assay unambiguously confirmed the ability of TGLLK to insert specific 2′‐5′ linkages into DNA using 3′dATP (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![HPLC analysis of a fluorescent oligonucleotide that was synthesized by TGLLK either using 2′dATP or 3′dATP. Additional traces are corresponding chemically synthesized 2′‐5′ (3′dA)/3′‐5′ (2′dA) standards and an enzymatically synthesized 2′dA control. Standards and polymerase‐synthesized oligonucleotides were mixed in equimolar ratio and separated by HPLC under denaturing conditions.](ANIE-54-15570-g005){#fig3}

Reverse transcription of 2′‐5′ substituted DNA and 3′OMe‐RNA back to all 3′‐5′ DNA using Taq DNA polymerase (Taq) and Avian Myleoblastosis Virus RT (AMV RT) respectively (as previously reported[16](#bib16){ref-type="ref"}) allowed us to determine aggregate fidelity of the information transfer through 2′‐5′ linkages in both DNA and RNA by deep sequencing, revealing misincorporation frequencies ranging from 8×10^−3^ for 3′dATP to 2×10^−4^ for 3′OMe‐GTP (Figure [2 c,d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; Table S1).

Next, we set out to probe the impact of 2′‐5′ linkages on nucleic acid function. Limited, sporadic substitution (\<25 %) of randomly distributed 2′‐5′ linkages is compatible with function in some ribozymes and aptamers as polyclonal populations.[4](#bib4){ref-type="ref"} We reasoned that a better understanding of the functional impact of 2′‐5′ linkages might be gained from site‐specific insertion of regioisomeric linkages. Such a "structural mutagenesis" approach would not replace functional groups---like conventional mutagenesis---but instead alter their three‐dimensional positioning, potentially allowing a novel interrogation of the roles of different nucleotides in nucleic acid structure and function.

We chose the well‐studied 10--23 RNA‐endonuclease DNAzyme[17](#bib17){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [4 a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) to validate this "structural mutagenesis" approach and first synthesized 10--23 with progressively more 2′‐5′ linked purines (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S4). This "primer scanning" approach allows a quick determination of obligatory 3′‐5′ linkages sensitive to distortion, neutral positions tolerating both 3′‐5′ and 2′‐5′ geometry, and any positions where 2′‐5′ introduction is beneficial. We identified nucleotide positions broadly falling into each category (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For example, structural mutagenesis of the distal RNA‐binding arm revealed that introducing 2′‐5′ linkages after G18 and G22 results in a modest activity gain (Figure [4 b,c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), presumably because of reduced product inhibition.[18](#bib18){ref-type="ref"}

![Structural mutagenesis of enzymatically synthesized 10--23 DNAzyme variants. a) 10--23 DNAzyme/substrate pair used in this study. b) Cleavage of the fluorescent RNA (200 n[m]{.smallcaps}) after 1 h at 37 °C by different DNAzyme variants (40 n[m]{.smallcaps}) containing 2′‐5′ linkages downstream of G6 or G14 shown in panel (a). Blue boxes indicate 2′‐5′ linkages after 3′dG. c) Cleavage reaction progress of DNAzymes with increasing amounts of 3′dG substitutions. d) Cleavage after 1 h by different DNAzyme variants containing single 2′‐5′ linkages produced by position‐selective enzymatic synthesis.](ANIE-54-15570-g003){#fig4}

Previous analysis had shown that G14 is highly sensitive to mutation as changes to A, C, or T result in around a 20‐fold loss of activity and even conservative substitution of G with inosine or 2‐aminopurine results in a greater than 10‐fold drop in activity.[19](#bib19){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, we find that structural mutagenesis of G14, whereby guanine functional groups are retained but a geometric perturbation of the active site is introduced,[20](#bib20){ref-type="ref"} results in a comparatively mild reduction in 10--23 activity (around fivefold; Figure [4 b,c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Primer scanning using 3′dA revealed modest activity gains when binding‐arm positions were mutated (A21); inserting 2′‐5′ linkages after all As at once resulted in complete loss of activity (Figure S4). Restoring the 3′‐5′ linkage after A5 rescued limited activity and restoring them after A9, A11, and A15 resulted in further progressive activity gains.

To obtain a higher resolution picture of the effects of 2′‐5′ linkages on 10--23 activity, we investigated the effects of discrete 2′‐5′ linkages using a "pulse‐chase" approach similar to the recently described position‐selective labeling of RNA (PLOR[21](#bib21){ref-type="ref"}) method, which we adapted to a simple one‐pot reaction using TGLLK polymerase. Briefly, primer, template, and TGLLK were incubated with a single 3′dNTP to introduce one defined 3′ deoxynucleotide (pulse) and then synthesis was completed with unmodified dNTPs (chase), generating a position‐selective 2′‐5′ linkage (Figure S5).

We inserted position‐selective 2′‐5′ linkages after several nucleotides in the catalytic core (G1, G2, C3, T4, G6, C7, T8, and G14, Figure [4 d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) known to affect 10--23 function. Several positions (G2, C7, T8) were largely unaffected by insertion of a 2′‐5′ linkage (\>75 % wild type activity), suggesting a high tolerance to conformational distortions, while others (G1, C3, G6, G14) displayed more substantial drops in activity (20--40 % wild type activity). One position (T4) proved highly sensitive to insertion of a 2′‐5′ linkage (\<10 % wild type activity).

These data suggest that T4 and the region C3--G6 in general are sensitive to structural mutagenesis, as well as to base substitutions,[19](#bib19){ref-type="ref"} base deletions,[22](#bib22){ref-type="ref"} or replacement with abasic sites.[23](#bib23){ref-type="ref"} This may be because the essential Mg^2+^ ion coordinated by the T4--A5 backbone linkage is displaced (Figure S6).[24](#bib24){ref-type="ref"} We also find position G2, which is highly intolerant to base substitution,[19](#bib19){ref-type="ref"} is largely insensitive to the backbone distorting effects of 2′‐5′ linkages. Thus, our results show that structural mutagenesis through site‐specific insertion of 2′‐5′ linkages can probe novel aspects of nucleic acid structure and function and may be particularly useful for the identification of backbone‐mediated metal‐ion coordination sites.

In summary, we have described a novel engineered polymerase capable of template‐dependent synthesis of DNA and RNA with regioisomeric 2′‐5′ linkages. In the case of RNA synthesis, these are currently associated with the concomitant insertion of a 3′O‐methyl group. Future approaches may allow the incorporation of NTPs with a cleavable 3′ group, whereby mild deprotection would yield "pure" 2′‐5′ RNA in a manner analogous to cyclic reversible termination sequencing technologies[25](#bib25){ref-type="ref"} or deacetylation of 2′‐O‐acetylated RNA.[15](#bib15){ref-type="ref"}

We also describe a rapid method for position‐selective structural mutagenesis of nucleic acids, whereby structure, conformation, and activity may be altered through insertion of regioisomeric backbone distortions, or indeed any unnatural nucleotide. While currently limited by the inefficient incorporation of 3′deoxy and 3′O‐methyl pyrimidines as well as multiple substitutions, the described methodologies allow rapid, template‐directed synthesis and reverse transcription of nucleic acid polymers containing mixed 2′‐5′/3′‐5′ backbone linkages. This procedure forms the foundation for future in vitro evolution experiments and a new approach for expanding the structural and functional repertoire of nucleic acid enzymes, ligands, and sensors.
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